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DH Custom is a modular, mountain bike shoe that gives Downhill
Racers the ability to balance walk-ability and performance for
practicing the race course.
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OVERVIE
Overview
Downhill Racing
Research, Race, Win
The Track

Downhill Racing

Overview 8

Downhill racing is simple, get to the bottom of the
mountain as quickly as possible, but months of hard
work are spent to shave off seconds. Races are won by
sometimes only a fraction of a second. With courage
and skill, racers try and push themselves to the very limit
of what gravity will allow them to do. High speeds and
treacherous terrain make for an exciting and dangerous
sport. At a professional level riders and their teams will
stop at nothing to achieve the respect and fame that

comes with having number one on their handlebars.
With bikes and riders getting better and better each
year, teams are looking for the next advancement in
gear that will help them achieve their goals. Downhill
racers are a particular breed, they are dedicated and
fearless. They are often young, very competitive and
expect the most out of themselves and their gear.

Downhill Racers
•Young (teens to early 30’s)
•Competitive (practice makes perfect)
•Riding 3-4 days a week
•Demanding of and rough on gear

RESEARCH.

Practice makes perfect, and most commonly missed by viewers, is the intensive research that the racers do before
the actual race. To begin their research, they walk the entire track from start to finish making note of all the turns
and obstacles. After walking the course, they start to practice the course on their bikes. To make the most of their
valuable practice time, Racers will often get off the bike on the roughest parts of the track to “session” (practice)
their race line. This involves walking uphill with a cumbersome bike on very rough terrain.

RACE.

After riders get their practice runs done, they lay it all on the line to try and be the best. Flying down the
mountain, they push themselves and their gear to the limit. In downhill mountain bike racing, racers only get one
run so it is important that they have studied the course well enough to not hold back while giving it their all.

With only a total of eight races in a normal season of downhill racing, its important for racers to stay at peak
mental and physical health throughout the season. Everything they do adds up to the lap times they get on
race day. Sickness, crashes, sleeping well, or even little things like how their jerseys fit can prevent riders from
performing at their best. Race teams will do anything to make sure their rider is comfortable and prepared to do
their best.
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WIN.

The Track
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Downhill Mountain biking is dangerous and
not for the faint of heart. Riders are giving it
their all on mountains that in the winter are
use for skiing. These tracks are usually about
one and a half to two miles long with max
steepness around 75 degrees. They take
chalets or chair lifts to the top of 1,400 foot
peaks. And on the decent, they experience
speeds around 50mph with only pads and a
helmet for protection.

50 MPH Top Speeds

1.5 Mile Course

1,412 Foot Chairlift
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RESEARC
Research
Contact Points
Questions
Session
Types of Pedals and Shoes
Gathering Data
Design Criteria

Contact Points
When I decided that I wanted to design
for downhill mountain bikers, I focused on
how the riders interacted with their bikes.
Rather than focusing on all the interactions
riders could have with a bike like cleaning,
maintenance, storage, transporting, and etc. I
focused on the two main contact points riders
have with their bikes while riding them. The
two main contact points are the hands and
the feet. The hands control the tighter steering,
operating the breaks, and operating the gear
shifters. The feet balance the bike, pedal
the bike, and act as a form of suspension. I
decided that the footwear of mountain biking
was worth researching because riders are
often in their mountain bike footwear all day,
not just while they are on the bike. So I began
to start asking mountain bikers about their
shoes.

Hands
•Steering
•Shifting
•Breaking

Feet

•Acceleration
•Balance
•Suspension
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Q

Research 18

What are riders saying about
their shoes?

“My mountains are all limestone rocks so when I
stop to rest/walk around I want something with
more grip and more comfortable to walk in.”
“Traction is an issue on rocks with hard soled
MTB shoes. Stiff soles don’t help either.”
“I’m looking for a “best of both worlds” shoe/
pedal combo that gets me the advantages of
being clipped in but the pedal feel of a flat.”
“Regularly hit my ankles on the bike when I ride.
I wish more brands had shoes that protected the
inside of my ankle so I had a bigger selection.”
“If you attack the gnar, the gnar will attack
back. Constantly getting cuts and bruises during
crashes.”
“A high top design would be intrusive, but
something to add light support and protection
would be welcomed.”

To elaborate on
stiffness, my shoes are
a bit stiff to walk in
when doing hike-a-bike.
They’re mountain bike
shoes though, so it’s
kind of expected.

Research 21

“Session”
noun

Research 22

- A period devoted to a
particular activity.

Big Idea
My big idea moment was when I heard the term "Session". Racers
have limited time to practice on a course, so they prioritize. Rather
than waiting in line for another lift to the top, they hike to the
top of a difficult section to find the best, fastest line for their race
run. This practice of a specific section is a "session" and when
I heard a mountain biker mention that his shoes are "a bit stiff
to walk in when doing hike-a-bike, I knew this was a problem
worth solving. Stiff Mountain bike shoes can make a difficult task
even harder, creating a risk of riders getting injured before even
riding. Giving them the ability to customize their sole stiffness for
better all day comfort and traction will allow them to more easily
"session" a section while still having enough support for downhill
performance.

Riders
need
stiffness
for
climbing...

... but
not for
descending.

Why so stiff?

Research 25

“They’re mountain bike shoes, so its kind of expected.” This portion of a quote, that I gathered through
questionnaires, raises a large issue within the current market. Mountain bikers are expecting stiff shoes,
because that is all that is currently offered for mountain bikers. The current market has stiff, clipless
shoes and flexible flat pedal shoes. This being said there is purpose to some stiffness in shoes, that
being to properly distribute weight over a small clipless pedal, and for pedaling power while climbing.
Pedaling power is great, but having too stiff of a shoe can decrease comfort and riders abilities off of
the bike like walking over roots and rocks.

Types of Pedals and Shoes
Flats

Flat pedals are what most people think of when people mention bike
pedals. Mountain biking specific flat pedals often have metal screws
that are adjustable for grip on the pedal. Flat pedals can be used with
any shoes because they are wide enough to disperse the riders weight
comfortably. Mountain bike specific flat pedal shoes are quite flexible
making them much more comfortable and easier to walk around in.

Hybrid

More recently, clipless pedals have been integrated into a flat pedal
frame. This outer flat pedal makes for a pedal that is only 25% smaller
than a flat pedal. This type of pedal has become wildly popular
amongst downhill mountain bikers. With this large of an interface, they
require less stiff of a shoe to properly distribute a riders body weight.

Standard Clipless

Research 26

These small pedals are called clipless pedals. They allow the rider
to clip their feet securely into the pedals. They have been around for
around 25 years, but have hardly changed design. Such pedals are
popular for cross country mountain bikers, but require a much stiffer
shoe to disperse the riders weight over an area that is 80% smaller
than a flat pedal.

I’m looking for a “best of both
worlds” shoe/pedal combo that gets
me the advantages of being clipped
in but the pedal feel of a flat.

Gathering Data
To gather a wider set of data about mountain bikers as a whole from all over the world, I produced
a short survey. This survey gathered mostly information about what type of discipline riders are and
how this changed their foot wear requirements. Across all of the disciplines the footwear requirements
stayed relatively consistent with downhill riders being slightly more competitive, and requiring more
ankle protection.

55%

A little over half of all the 396 mountain bikers that
I surveyed used clipless shoes and pedals.

38%

20% of these riders require ankle protection for
their shoes and another 18% of them would like
some sort of ankle protection.

38%

38% of all the surveyed mountain bikers compete
are competitive. Of these people, 87% of them use
clipless pedals and shoes

Five Ten - Kestral Lace
•They do not offer light
ankle protection

•Velcro strap that wears
out over time
•Laces are to long

•Nothing in place to keep
debris out
•Clipless compatible

•They are very stiff
making them clumsy to
walk in

One of the most important questions to for my study was, "What is your current shoe for mountain
biking?". I noticed amongst the Downhill community, the Five Ten Kestral Lace was by far the most
popular. Although this is a wonderful shoe, they have some areas that can be improved upon.

Research 29

Downhill's Favorite Shoe

Winter

Summer

No warm
weather ankle
protection.

ankle protection

no ankle protection

Research 30

Ankle Protection
In the first survey, I asked the riders what, if any, foot related injuries that they have experienced. Most
of them responded with three injuries, hitting theres toes on debris, twisting their ankle while walking
on uneven terrain, and hitting their ankle against the bike or rocks while riding and falling. The ankles
hitting the bike or rocks while riding and falling was something that I had not realized was an issue.
So I looked at what shoes these responders were riding in and they were all low cut shoes. From there
I looked back at what is currently offered on the market. There is a large gap in the market for a shoe
that offers some sort of light, unobtrusive ankle protection.

No soft or
medium clipless
options.

stiff

flats

clipless

Stiff Sole

soft

Sole Stiffness
Sole stiffness I also found to be a polarized quality in the market of mountain bike footwear. Riders
are either offered very stiff clipless pedals, or very flexible flat pedal shoes. For what downhill
mountain bikers are doing, they do not need as much stiffness in their soles as mountain bikers of other
disciplines. Since they are only riding down hill, they do not need the same pedaling performance as a
trail rider that is has to pedal uphills as well as descend them.

Downhill Racers at a competitive level
should be able to balance the on bike
and walking performance of their
shoes. As well as have more ankle
protection in a warm weather shoe
to help them achieve the fractions of
second they need to win.

Research 33

Design Criteria

Debris Protection
(keeping debris out keeps
riders comfortable)
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Lace Management
(keeping laces away from
the chain and cogs)

Light Ankle Protection
(unobtrusive while protecting
from scrapes and small hits)

Durable Materials
(to protect against normal
wear and tear)

Stiffness options
(to balance all day comfort
and performance)
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DEVELOPME
Development
Initial Sketches
Concept Testing
Construction

Initial Sketches

Exploring boa systems
BOA systems are a shoe lace
replacement that uses a steel cable
and a dial to tighten shoes without the
need of messy laces. I initially thought
this would be the perfect solution to
managing laces by getting rid of them
all together. Later on in the process I
found out that many riders stray away
from them to the fact that if they are
broken, they are much more difficult to
replace than normal laces.

Exploring foot padding

Development 38

Protection is important in a sport with
such high speeds in a rough and
uncontrolled environment. Exploring
where to place more protective
materials like padding or harder
synthetic materials would help me move
further in understanding what parts of
the foot needed the most protection.

Exploring alternate lace patterns
Straying away from BOA systems,
I began to iterate alternative lace
placement. An alternative lace pattern
could allow for a better way to secure
the rider's foot in the shoe as well as
manage the laces, keeping them away
from getting caught in the bike's crank
set (the gear that is near the pedals).

Exploring mid-ankle height
A mid ankle height design was a
goal to provided a lighter unobtrusive
way to protect the ankles from light to
medium impact and injury. I looked at
full mid-ankle designs as well as low cut
forms that would led themselves well to
adding a protective sock liner.

Shoe Deconstruction
To learn more about standard shoe construction, I began to deconstruct several shoes. I broke
down what the basics of shoe construction were and let that guide me as I began to refine my
sketches and renders.

Shoe Cross Section
Cutting a shoe completely in half , helped me better understand the full construction of a standard
mountain bike shoe. Being able to see all of the parts while they were still attached to each other
helped me plan for construction concerns while furthering my sketching. This brought me to my
first "final" render.

For my first render I kept the laces angled toward the outside of the shoe to avoid the wear of
rubbing against the bike frame and chain. I kept the laces short to avoid having them getting
caught in the crankset or other moving parts on the bike. And I had a sole that rose over the heel
to protect the heel against normal wear and tear.

Development 41

First "Final" Render

Physical Sketching

Development 42

With a from in mind, I began to make quick mock ups of the uppers. I focused on one detail at a
time. I started to bring my sketches to the last after taping the last, and would work though sketch
details in 3D. I then began to take some of my ideas and bring them to fabric. I used muslin fabric
to work though details like where the seams would come together. After working though this with
fabric, it brought me to my final design.

Final Sketch
From working with the fabric, I realized that I need to make some changes for construction and
to avoid oddly placed seams. I switched to a two piece upper with more eyelets to tighten the
forefoot. And I switched to a normal sole that did not rise over the heel, but I added extra material
in the heel to protect against normal wear and tear.

Concept Testing
DH Custom works around the standard permanent shank in current
cycling shoes. By deconstructing and modifying a current cycling
shoe, I was able to test the idea of a removable shank, with several
different rigidities.

•closest to a normal shoe
•great for walking
•needed to be used with large
pedals

Soft

Stiff

•Closest to what is already on
the market
•works best while on the bike
•not very comfortable while
walking
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Medium

•most comfortable all around
•worked well with all pedals but
most comfortable with larger DH
pedals
•Not too stiff for walking around

Construction

Development 46

With the help of experienced shoe makers, I was able to learn from them by starting
my patterns from scratch to go through the full process with their support. We started
by copying my spec drawings and then editing for better sewing construction.

Taping the last for sketching

Editing sketches for better construction

Final patterns for the shoes

Once the patterns were made, it was time
to cut out all of the fabric and start sewing.
First I sewed together the upper and the
lining to then attach them together. Then
I laid the stitched shoe on to the last to
check for any imperfections. Then from
there it was time to start lasting the lining
and add the toe and heel caps.

Stitching the upper

Laying the stitched upper on the last

Adding a toe and heel cap

Sanding the excess material

Nailing down the upper to the last
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Lasting the lining

After gluing down the lining and nailing
down the upper, I was in the final stretches
of completing the shoe. All that was left
was hammering down any folds in the
fabric that were not fully glued down then
checking the fit for the sole. After checking
the fit it was time to glue the sole to the
shoe.

Development 50

Hammering down the upper

Shoe ready for sole

Checking the fit of the sole to the upper

Outside Brooklyn Shoe Space with all of our
completed shoes

F
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FINAL DESI
Final Design
Materials
Dimensions
Final Photos

Materials
Neoprene with dual density Ortholite
foam ankle padding for protection

3D spacer mesh for breathable
tongue to pad the top of the foot

Synthetic leather for
upper for less stretch and
scuffing

Final Design 54

Coated nylon toe/heel cap
to protect from wear and tear

Specifications

MTB Shoe
Outside
Spring 2018
Joey Newotn
Evan Page

Measurements are for a size 43

4in

1/2in
2in
2in
1.5in

4 1/2in

6in

5/8in
2 1/2in

1 1/2in

2in

1in

11 1/2in
MTB Shoe
Inside View
Spring 2018
Joey Newotn
Evan Page

4in

MTB Shoe
Heel View
Spring 2018
Joey Newotn
Evan Page

4in
1/2in

1/2in

2in
2in

2in

1.5in

6in

5/8in

6in

3 1/2in

1 1/2in

3 1/2in

1 1/2in

1.5in
1in

3 1/4in
11.5in

Offset Lacing
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Offset lacing allows the laces to stay clear from rubbing against
the bike and chain, making sure there are no unexpected broken
laces. Keeping the laces shorter as well makes sure that they will
not get caught or tangled in any of the bike's moving parts.

Ankle Protection
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The neoprene sock liner keeps debris like rocks and twigs out of
the shoes so that riders can focus on the race rather than what is
stuck in their shoes. The sock liner also acts as protection from light
scrapes and falls.

Modular Shank
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A modular shank lets riders choose the stiffness they need so that
they can perform at their best on the bike, but also easily and
safely walk up the sections that they are practicing. Riders can
balance walk-ability for practice and stiffness for performance to
suit their style of riding.

Final Design

Final Design 62

The end product came out great. With the beginning of mountain
biking season right around the corner I can't wait to get more
feedback on the final product. Although is the end of my senior
capstone, I would still like to further this design and continue to
refine and make improvements.

Thank
You!
Todd Kramer
Mark Havens
Mark Sunderland
Keiko Hirosue & The Brooklyn Shoe Space Staff
All of my REI coworkers
ID Class of 2018!

